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Chenay Bay Resort = Great spot

Review collected in partnership with RCI

Date of stay: March 2023

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of Tripadvisor LLC. Tripadvisor performs checks on reviews.

Read more

Free standing bungalows are quiet and located near the beach. This is a much better experience than a condo.
Great views, friendly staff. New ownership are good people and plan further improvements. Good location east of
Christiansted.

Helpful

Name Change, New Ownership
This property is now known as "Bungalows on the Bay". Restaurant just reopened following long hiatus due to fire
followed by 2017 hurricane season. The food and service are still a "work in progress", but encouraging. Lovey
bar and dining area overlooking the beach. We did not see any of the guest accommodations, but there was
obviously a lot of renovation done/in-progress.



Thomas G
wrote a review Feb 2023
1 contribution

Isabel C
wrote a review Jan 2023
1 contribution1 helpful vote

Date of stay: March 2023

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of Tripadvisor LLC. Tripadvisor performs checks on reviews.

Read more

1 Helpful vote

Helpful

What you will get.

Date of stay: February 2023

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of Tripadvisor LLC. Tripadvisor performs checks on reviews.

Read more

Odd booking. Started in one cottage moved to much better unit. Units need serious deep cleaning. Kitchen, 1
bowl lol. New refrigerator freezes food. Pool clean, infinity and hot tub gone. No notice of events on premise. No
continental nor any breakfast. Staff friendly and helpful but struggling without a system and management. Great
location, beach is beautiful.

Helpful

Bungalows on the bay

Date of stay: January 2023

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of Tripadvisor LLC. Tripadvisor performs checks on reviews.

Read more

Great place to stay with friendly staff, delicious food, awesome drinks. Beach and pool were breathtaking.
Kayaking and paddle boarding were the icing on the cake. Definitely would love to return here!

1 Helpful vote

Helpful



Todd H
wrote a review Mar 2022
Morgantown, West Virginia
233 contributions148 helpful votes

John G
wrote a review Jan 2022
Fort Wayne, Indiana
1 contribution2 helpful votes

Babyjesus0904
wrote a review Dec 2021
Sandusky, Ohio

Living up to its potential

Date of stay: March 2022

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of Tripadvisor LLC. Tripadvisor performs checks on reviews.

Read more

I've stayed at Cheney Bay 7 times since 2016, and it is finally beginning to live up to its potential. I stayed in
March 2022, with our last stay in June 2021. It has long needed a lot of work, and it finally getting the attention
that it needs. While there is still much to do, this property manger John McCoy is making dramatic improvements.
Many of the cabins have been renovated, lounge chairs have been added at the pool and the beach, The pool is
open. The grounds are better landscaped. The restaurant is also functional, providing free breakfast for guests
and lunch, but no dinner. They brought in a food truck to serve as the restaurant until it's fully online. Food at both
breakfast and lunch were very good. The location is great, with a beautiful bay and great snorkeling.…

Helpful

Sun, fun, and relax!

Date of stay: January 2022

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of Tripadvisor LLC. Tripadvisor performs checks on reviews.

Read more

My wife and I just did a seven day stay. These cottages, while they need a little work, are to die for. The
management/owners have been in charge just 7 months and are working hard to improve it. Breakfast and lunch
were simply amazing, along with an accommodating beach front bar. The pool was up and running before we left.
The New Year’s Eve celebration was top notch! Our goal was a vacation of sun, sand, swimming and just being
us! They provided all of that.

1 Helpful vote

Helpful



2 contributions5 helpful votes

Meh…

Date of stay: December 2021

Read more

No lounge chairs or tables at the pool. Junk all around the property. There is not a bar or a restaurant here. They
put out a “ breakfast buffet” in the mornings which was eggs to order on a grill and a couple other things.
Makeshift bar set up on a folding table. People are super nice but this place needs a lot of work to say the least.
Pictures are very deceiving on the website. Rooms were run down but the view was awesome. Very low pressure
in the shower and it drained slowly over a couple hours. Bed was comfy. Tiny coffee pot was dirty and the fridge
was rusty on the outside. Stray cats make your porch theirs so don’t leave your door open because they will come
in. This place has so much potential but it would take a fortune to get it up to par.


